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Dubanok Onoff Promotes Vintage Moto Art
to promote culture and art biker in
Mexico
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The culture biker is in full expansion and the art is not alien to it, for what a motorcycle can also be the space where
a artistic concern, said Dubanok Onoff, one of the main figures in the phenomenon biker in Mexico and owner of the
firm Black Label Biker.

The biker therefore invited to the Vintage Moto Art, to be celebrated next June 18 in the capital of the country and
commented that around the phenomenon biker happens a number of expressions as they are the foment to the road
culture, healthy coexistence or even art through the so-called Custom activity.
That is why Pedro Asturiano, Salvador Colín and Dubanok have met to organize the Vintage Motor Art which will
unite both lovers of biker and art in Mexico.
The VMA will be held in Plaza Condesa in its first edition and convenes the main exponents in various specialties
within the Custom Culture in Mexico.

It is a unique event in which for the first time will be built motorcycle manufacturers, artists graphics and
photographers; who will show their work without any commercial purpose.
The event is called "Solo para los Grandes" and sets a standard on motorcycling in our country, since rather than
being a platform for buying or selling or presenting new vehicles is a recognition to all who bring something to
the Custom scene.
The event will be divided into three areas where more than fifty motorcycles will be exhibited, and there will be
specialized workshops, special guests, even small independent garages that present their first motorcycle.
Similarly, reported Dubanok Onoff, there will be a collective exhibition of graphics and photography which
brings together the most outstanding artists in Mexican motorcycling, sharing space with new creators.
On the other hand the biker of Colombian origin recalled that this Thursday, June 9, will start one of the the
most iconic journeys, the trip that will depart from Mexico City to Deadhorse Alaska, the northernmost point of
the American continent where it can be reached by motor vehicle by land, and back to the Mexican capital.
Alaska Expedition will be a personal and intimate journey that ranks among the leisure travels it carries out
this renowned Colombian-Mexican biker, aiming to enjoy the roads, regions and people to be traveled throughout three countries on a scheduled trip approximately 45 days and 25 thousand kilometers of route Dubanok
Onoff is a biker with several years of experience that is part of several groups of motorcycle drivers in Mexico
and is widely recognized among the community of bikers in the country that see this activity as their greatest
passion; is currently being followed by thousands of fans motorcycle through their social networks.

